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Merging binary black holes formed through chemically homogeneous evolution in short-period stellar binaries
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ABSTRACT

We explore a newly proposed channel to create binary black holes of stellar origin. This scenario applies to massive, tight binaries where mixing induced by rotation and tides transports the products of hydrogen burning throughout the stellar envelopes. This slowly enriches the entire star with helium, preventing the build-up of an internal chemical gradient. The stars remain compact as they evolve nearly chemically homogeneously, eventually forming two black holes, which we estimate typically merge 4–11 Gyr after formation. Like other proposed channels, this evolutionary pathway suffers from significant theoretical uncertainties, but could be constrained in the near future by data from advanced ground-based gravitational-wave detectors. We perform Monte Carlo simulations of the expected merger rate over cosmic time to explore the implications and uncertainties. Our default model for this channel yields a local binary black hole merger rate of about 10 Gpc−3 yr−1 at redshift z = 0, peaking at twice this rate at z = 0.5. This means that this channel is competitive, in terms of expected rates, with the conventional formation scenarios that involve a common-envelope phase during isolated binary evolution or dynamical interaction in a dense cluster. The events from this channel may be distinguished by the preference for nearly equal-mass components and high masses, with typical total masses between 50 and 110 M⊙. Unlike the conventional isolated binary evolution scenario that involves shrinkage of the orbit during a common-envelope phase, short time delays are unlikely for this channel, implying that we do not expect mergers at high redshift.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Ground-based gravitational-wave detectors (Aasi et al. 2015; Acernese et al. 2015) are capable of observing gravitational waves emitted during mergers of compact-object binaries composed of neutron stars and black holes of stellar origin (Abadie et al. 2010). The anticipated increasing sensitivity of these detectors during the rest of the decade (Abbott et al. 2016) motivates a careful reconsideration of the physical processes that affect the evolution of massive stars in binary systems as progenitors of double compact mergers (e.g. Belczynski et al. 2015). One of these processes is stellar rotation. Rotation can trigger mixing processes in layers of stars that would otherwise be stable (e.g. Endal & Sofia 1976), affects mass loss by stellar winds (Georgy, Meynet & Maeder 2011), and thus influences the evolution of the progenitors of neutron stars and stellar-mass black holes.

The inclusion of the effects of stellar rotation is one of the major recent developments in theoretical modelling of the evolution of massive stars. Rotation has become a standard ingredient in various evolutionary codes (e.g. Heger, Langer & Woosley 2000; Maeder & Meynet 2000; Potter, Tout & Eldridge 2012; Paxton et al. 2013) and extensive model grids of single stars are now becoming available (e.g. Brott et al. 2011a; Ekström et al. 2012; Köhler et al. 2015). Several studies of the effects of rotation on massive stars in binary systems have been undertaken (e.g. Cantiello et al. 2007; de Mink et al. 2009, 2013; Song et al. 2013, 2016), but the implications for the formation of double compact objects have not yet been fully considered.

One of the most intriguing predictions of the rotating models is the possibility of the so-called chemically homogeneous evolution, first described by Maeder (1987). A very rapidly rotating star may experience mixing, which allows the star to transport material from the hydrogen-rich envelope into the central burning regions and vice versa. If these processes are efficient, the build-up of internal chemical gradients is prevented and the star evolves (quasi) chemically homogeneously. Such stars slowly contract as their envelopes
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become more and more helium rich, evolving to become hotter, more luminous and more compact. Theoretical models indicate that this evolutionary pathway is favoured at low metallicity (Yoon & Langer 2005; Yoon, Langer & Norman 2006).

de Mink et al. (2009) considered the possibility and implications of chemically homogeneous evolution in near contact binary systems. In such systems tides force the stars to spin rapidly, synchronized with the orbital revolution. Their binary models (and earlier models in de Mink et al. 2008) show that the stellar spins achieved in very tight binary systems are sufficient to reach the conditions of chemically homogeneous evolution. They argue that chemically homogeneous evolution may be further favoured in such systems, because of additional mixing processes that are expected but not yet accounted for in the models, for example those arising from tidal deformation.

Binaries composed of two chemically homogeneously evolving stars, which shrink inside their Roche lobes as they gradually convert nearly all their hydrogen into helium, therefore proceed on a relatively simple evolutionary pathway, avoiding the complexities of mass transfer, including common-envelope phases. This evolutionary scenario predicts the formation of two massive helium stars that may eventually collapse to form two stellar-mass black holes.

There are significant uncertainties associated with the physical processes that determine the formation of double compact objects through this channel, which is also true for all other proposed formation channels. The classical isolated binary formation scenario involves one or more phases of common-envelope evolution; the key uncertainties lie in the treatment of Roche lobe overflow and the ejection of the common envelope. For this new scenario, the main uncertainties arise from the mixing processes, which at present cannot be treated self-consistently in the 1D evolutionary models, and the effects of stellar wind-driven mass loss on the binary orbit. So far, the massive overcontact binary VFTS 352 (Almeida et al. 2015) appears to be the most promising example of a system experiencing enhanced mixing, but solid observational evidence for this new scenario is missing. Constraints from electromagnetic observations, i.e. spectroscopic and photometric campaigns, are challenging due to the rarity of this channel and its preference for low metallicity. Gravitational-wave observations can help to constrain the physics of massive binary evolution, including through the chemically homogeneous formation channel, by probing the mergers of evolutionary end products or, in the case of no detections, by providing upper limits on the merger rates (e.g. Mandel & O’Shaughnessy 2010; Belczynski et al. 2015; Stevenson, Ohme & Fairhurst 2015).

In this paper, we explore the implications of the chemically homogeneous evolution channel for the formation of binary black holes and their merger rates. We estimate the cosmic and local merger rates and the typical properties of the merging binaries with a Monte Carlo simulation. We show that the binary black holes formed through this channel typically merge in 4–11 Gyr in our default simulations. The expected merger rates are competitive with other proposed pathways for the formation of binary black holes, with default-model merger rates of $\sim 10$ Gpc$^{-3}$ yr$^{-1}$ at $z = 0$, peaking at $\sim 20$ Gpc$^{-3}$ yr$^{-1}$ at $z \sim 0.5$. We further discuss the testable features of this channel, including high binary masses (total masses of $\sim 50$–100 $M_\odot$ for merging binary black holes), a preference for equal masses (component masses differ by no more than a factor of 2 at merger), the likelihood of aligned spins and the lack of very short delay times.

The paper is organized as follows. We discuss rapid rotation in binary systems and the ensuing chemically homogeneous evolution in Section 2. We provide a back-of-the-envelope estimate for the merger rate of binaries produced through this channel in Section 3.

We list the input assumptions in Section 4 and describe the setup of the Monte Carlo simulation in Section 5. The results for our default simulation are given in Section 6, while alternative models which delineate the theoretical uncertainties are analysed in Section 7. We conclude with a summary in Section 8.

2 CHEMICALLY HOMOGENEOUS EVOLUTION IN BINARY SYSTEMS

2.1 Mixing processes in non-rotating stars

During their first phase of evolution massive stars fuse hydrogen into helium in the centre through the CNO-cycle. Their central regions are unstable against convection. Convective mixing efficiently supplies fresh hydrogen to the very centre where the temperatures are high enough for nuclear burning. The envelope is stable against convection, apart from very small regions near the surface (Maeder 1980; Cantatello et al. 2009). The elements produced in the centre cannot reach the stellar surface, unless the envelope is removed, for example by stellar wind-driven mass loss.

Mixing beyond the boundary of the convective core is possible, for example when convective shells penetrate into the radiative layer above due to their inertia. This process, generally referred to as overshooting, will mix a limited region above the convective core. The extent of this region is typically parametrized in units of the local pressure scale height. Calibrations against observations point to values between 0.1 and 0.6 (Pols et al. 1997; Schröder, Pols & Eggleton 1997; Ribas, Jordi & Giménez 2000; Claret 2007; Brott et al. 2011b; Stancliffe et al. 2015).

Overshooting can increase the mass of the stellar core; however, the core–envelope structure, i.e. the steep gradient in composition and density, remains intact. The existence of this transition plays a key role in the evolution of the stellar structure. The core contracts and becomes denser as hydrogen is converted into helium. To remain in hydrostatic equilibrium the envelope responds by expanding, which is often referred to as the mirror effect. By how much the star expands depends on details in the chemical profile near the core, the metallicity and mass loss, but the general trend of stellar envelopes to expand as the stellar core contracts is observed at all evolutionary phases. However, this behaviour is absent in very well mixed stars that lack a core–envelope structure, as we will discuss below.

2.2 Stellar rotation and mixing processes in rotating stars

Young massive stars are observed to rotate with a wide range of (projected) rotational velocities (e.g. Penny & Gies 2009; Dufton et al. 2013; Ramírez-Aguudo et al. 2015). The majority spins at moderate rates, corresponding to about 10–20 per cent of the Keplerian rate. However, the distribution shows a large spread including systems that rotate close to the Keplerian (‘break up’) angular frequency (e.g. Dufton et al. 2011; Ramírez-Aguudo et al. 2013).

As first shown already by von Zeipel (1924a,b) a rotating star cannot be in hydrostatic and radiative thermal equilibrium at the same time because surfaces of constant temperature and constant pressure do not coincide. As a result of this large-scale meridional circulations develop (Eddington 1925; Sweet 1950). These circulations can cause mixing in the radiative envelopes of massive stars that would otherwise be stable against mixing.

In addition, as rotating stars evolve their interior layers contract and tend to spin-up while the outer layers normally expand. This naturally leads to internal shear, which can also lead to mixing of layers that are otherwise stable. Pioneering work comes from Endal & Sofia (1978), who provided order-of-magnitude estimates
for the efficiencies of various instabilities, and performed time-dependent calculations of the evolution of rotating massive stars. The dynamical shear instability occurs when the energy that can be gained from the shear flow becomes comparable to the work that has to be done against the gravitational potential for the adiabatic turnover of a mass element. This criterion can be relaxed by allowing for thermal adjustments. In this case, the process operates on a thermal time-scale, and is referred to as the secular shear instability (Endal & Sofia 1978; Heger et al. 2000).

Rotational mixing was originally invoked to explain the surface enrichment of some massive main-sequence stars with the products from hydrogen burning, in particular nitrogen (e.g. Maeder & Meynet 2000; Maeder 2000). The inclusion of the effects of rotation has become standard in the state of the art detailed evolutionary calculations. However, quantitative predictions differ, depending on how these effects are accounted for (e.g. Brott et al. 2011a; Ekström et al. 2012; Potter et al. 2012; Paxton et al. 2013).

2.3 Chemically homogeneous evolution in single stars

One of the most intriguing predictions of the rotating models is the possibility of the so-called chemically homogeneous evolution. As first shown by Maeder (1987), the internal mixing processes induced by rotation may lead to a bifurcation in the evolutionary paths of massive stars.

Slowly rotating stars build a strong internal composition gradient between their increasingly helium-rich convective core and their hydrogen-rich envelope. As the core contracts the star adapts itself to the composition changes by expanding the envelope in order to maintain hydrostatic and thermal equilibrium. This leads to the typical redward evolutionary expansion that characterizes the main evolutionary stages of all stars.

In contrast, a very rapidly rotating star may experience mixing which allows the star to transport material from the hydrogen-rich envelope into the central burning regions and vice versa. If rotationally induced instabilities become so efficient that they prevent the build-up of a chemical gradient which separates the core from the envelope, the star will evolve quasi-chemically homogeneously. Such stars become brighter and bluer as they evolve, with their radii staying nearly constant during the main sequence, very close to fully homogeneous evolutionary tracks. When hydrogen is exhausted in the centre (and throughout most of the envelope) the star contracts towards the helium main sequence. This evolutionary path leads to the production of very massive helium stars (Yoon et al. 2006), which convert a larger fraction of their initial mass into helium than non-rotating stars with the same initial mass and metallicity.

This peculiar evolutionary path gained renewed attention when Yoon & Langer (2005) and Woosley & Heger (2006) proposed it as a way to produce the rapidly spinning massive helium progenitors of long gamma-ray bursts in the collapsar scenario (Woosley 1993). Yoon et al. (2006) further studied the parameter space by presenting models for different masses 10–60 M⊙, a range of rotation rates and metallicities of Z = 0.004, 0.002, 0.001 and 10^{-3}, where Z is the combined mass fraction of all elements heavier than helium. Chemically homogeneous evolution was found at all metallicities considered, see fig. 3 in Yoon et al. (2006). They find that more massive stars are more prone to evolve chemically homogeneously. They attribute this to the fact that the entropy barrier becomes weakened in more massive stars due to the increased role of radiation pressure. In addition, they note that the ratio of the thermal to the nuclear time-scale decreases with mass. As a result they find that the critical minimum rotation rate for chemically homogeneous evolution is 20–30 per cent of the Keplerian rotation rate for stars around 60 M⊙. It should be noted that these values are model dependent.

Brott et al. (2011a) and Köhler et al. (2015) further explored a larger range of masses and higher metallicities using models where the efficiency of rotational mixing is calibrated against the observed nitrogen abundances of early B-type stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud. Their grid covers metallicities of Z = 0.0088, 0.0047 and 0.0021. They find chemically homogeneous evolution in their two lowest metallicity models, for stars more massive than 20 M⊙, where the initial rotational velocity at which a star evolves homogeneously decreases with increasing initial mass. The grid computed by Szécsi et al. (2015) explores Z = 0.0002 and finds chemically homogeneous evolution down to 9 M⊙, the lowest mass explored in their grid. At higher metallicity, wind-driven mass loss becomes more important; the associated angular momentum loss spins down the stars, shutting off rotational mixing.

We pause here to emphasize that the model predictions should be interpreted with ample caution. It is clear that massive stars rotate and the models accounting for rotation have been successful in explaining various observations (Maeder & Meynet 2000, and below). However, it remains unclear if the approximate treatment of rotational mixing in the 1D stellar evolutionary models provides an adequate prescription of the complex processes. It should also be noted that the direct comparison of trends between the measured projected rotation rates and surface nitrogen abundances has raised questions concerning rotational mixing (Hunter et al. 2008; Maeder et al. 2009; Brott et al. 2011b).

2.4 Observational evidence for the existence of stars evolving chemically homogeneously

Several studies presented observational clues that could possibly be interpreted as evidence in favour of chemically homogeneous evolution, although no hard evidence exists at present. Chemically homogeneous evolution is challenging to investigate observationally because of the rarity of rapidly rotating massive stars and the difficulty of observing very metal poor environments.

Martins et al. (2013) perform a spectroscopic analysis of several very hot hydrogen-rich Wolf–Rayet stars and conclude these objects are consistent with the predictions of chemically homogeneous evolution. More recently, Almeida et al. (2015) presented an analysis of the very massive overcontact binary system VFTS 352, part of the VLT-FLAMES Tarantula Survey of Massive Stars (Evans et al. 2011). The system consists of stars with mass 28.63 ± 0.30 M⊙ and 28.85 ± 0.30 M⊙ in a 1:1.2 d orbit. It is the hottest massive stellar binary system known to date. The stars in this system are found to be too hot and compact for their dynamically inferred masses. If these parameters are derived correctly, they defy the predictions of non-rotating models. Enhanced mixing processes provide a natural explanation for this system. The stars in this system are two of the best candidates identified so far for undergoing chemically homogeneous evolution.

Further hints come from the integrated light of Lyman-break galaxies. Eldridge & Stanway (2012) compare their population synthesis models with the observed strengths of He ii λ1640 Å and C iv λ1548, 1551 Å spectral lines of Lyman-break galaxy spectra. They can only fit the spectra of the lowest metallicity sources by boosting the He ii emission line by including chemically homogeneously evolving stars produced in binary systems. Stanway et al. (2014) draw the same conclusion based on the [O ii]/H emission line ratios in low-mass star-forming galaxies at subsolar metallicity.
Also, Szécsi et al. (2015) argue that chemically homogeneous evolving stars may provide an explanation for the \( \text{He}^+ \) ionizing photon flux in I Zw 18 and other low-metallicity He-rich galaxies. These studies cannot be considered as satisfactory proof of the chemically homogeneous evolution scenario, but justify speculating about its possible implications with the aim of identifying further opportunities to test this scenario.

### 2.5 Chemically homogeneous evolution in binary systems

High stellar spins can be achieved in binary systems as a result of spin-up by mass accretion (Packet 1981; Cantiello et al. 2007; de Mink et al. 2013) or tidal spin-up in very close binary systems (Zahn 1989; Izzard, Ramirez-Ruiz & Tout 2004; Detmers et al. 2008; de Mink et al. 2009). In the latter systems, when tides synchronize the stellar rotation rates with the orbital revolution, the conditions for chemically homogeneous evolution can be reached. de Mink et al. (2008, 2009) demonstrated this possibility with binary evolutionary calculations adopting the same assumptions as Yoon et al. (2006) and Brott et al. (2011a), respectively, for the rotationally induced mixing processes.

This can lead to surprising effects. The classical models predict that the two stars in very close binaries come in contact soon after the onset of Roche lobe overflow and are expected to merge. The possibility of chemically homogeneous evolution changes this classic picture, leading to a type of evolution referred to as Case M by de Mink et al. (2009) to emphasize the role of mixing; this is illustrated in Fig. 1. The two stars slowly shrink inside their Roche lobe as they become more and more helium rich. Over the course of the main sequence, they stay within but close to their Roche lobes. When no more hydrogen is left in the centre, the stars fully contract to form a massive double helium star binary, without ever overfilling their Roche lobes and initiating mass transfer, preventing both severe mass loss and possible merger.

The rotational rates required for chemically homogeneous evolution, 20–30 per cent of the Keplerian velocity (see Section 2.3), can be achieved in very close tidally locked binary systems. In a tidally locked binary system, where the nearly equal-mass stars are close to filling their Roche lobe, synchronized spins correspond to about a third of the Keplerian rotational velocity. This means that there should be a small parameter space window for chemically homogeneous evolution in tidally locked binary systems. This assumes that the mixing processes in tidally locked binaries are at least as efficient as they are in single stars. Detailed simulations of such systems were presented initially by de Mink et al. (2009) and later by Song et al. (2013, 2016), Marchant et al. (2016).

In Fig. 2, we visualize the parameter space in a diagram similar to the one first presented in de Mink et al. (2008). The short-period systems would already overflow their Roche lobes at zero age, and are therefore excluded. For wide-period systems, tidal synchronization results in spin periods that are too low for chemically homogeneous evolution, and we expect the stars to evolve normally. We find a small window for stars with masses \( > 40 M_\odot \) and orbital periods between \( \sim 1.5 \) and \( \sim 2.5 \) days, which permits chemically homogeneous evolution.

### 2.6 The role of stellar winds: mass loss and angular momentum loss

At the metallicities of interest for this channel, \( Z \lesssim 0.004 \), the radiatively driven winds are strongly reduced as predicted by Vink, de Koter & Lamers (2000, 2001) and empirically verified by Mokiem et al. (2007). However, given the brightness and high temperatures
that the homogeneous stars reach, stellar wind mass loss cannot be neglected.

Stellar wind mass loss and its associated uncertainties will affect our results in several ways. Most importantly, wind mass loss reduces the masses and affects the final orbit. Both will in turn affect the predicted time needed for the final merger as well as the final masses of the compact objects. If the orbit widens too much, the synchronized rotation rate may become too low for chemically homogeneous evolution.

The models by Yoon et al. (2006) overestimated the amount of mass loss. The authors assumed that self-enrichment of the surface with the star’s own burning products efficiently boosts the wind. However, the main driver for the wind is iron, which the star cannot produce during its evolution (Vink & de Koter 2005; Maeder et al. 2012).

How mass loss affects the orbit depends on whether the stellar wind will have time to interact with the system. In the extreme limit for very fast isotropic mass loss, the wind has no time to interact with the system, and will simply take away the specific orbital angular momentum of the mass-losing star. This mode of mass loss is referred to as the Jeans mode; the change $\Delta z$ in the binary’s semimajor axis $a$ following a small change in the mass of the binary $\Delta m = m_{1,2}$, where $m_{1,2}$ are the component masses is given by

$$\Delta z = a \frac{|\Delta m|}{m_1 + m_2}$$

(1)

In reality, however, we are not fully in this idealized regime. The merger rate is dominated by massive systems which have typical orbital velocities of components relative to each other of around $v_{\text{orb}} \sim 8000 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ (corresponding to a system with $60 M_\odot$ components in a two-day orbit) and higher. This is comparable to the expected wind velocities. Terminal wind speeds for typical Galactic Wolf–Rayet stars are $v_{\infty} \sim 800–1200 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ (Vink & de Koter 2005). At lower metallicity, the wind speeds are expected to be reduced, but the effect is fairly weak, $v_{\infty} \propto Z^{13}$ (Leitherer, Robert & Drissen 1992, and Vink, private communication), implying a reduction in wind speeds by 10–20 per cent for $Z < 0.2 Z_\odot$. Furthermore, our binary systems are so tight that the companion resides inside the wind acceleration zone and the winds will not yet have reached their terminal speeds. This means that we are in the regime where simulations by Brookshaw & Tavani (1993) indicate that the widening is significantly less than expected in the Jeans mode of mass loss, and wind interactions may even harden the binary.

In our standard simulation, we assume mass loss through non-interacting winds ($v_{\text{wind}} \gg v_{\text{orb}}$). We consider the effect of slower winds when estimating the model uncertainties.

2.7 Context of binary population synthesis models

The predictions for the merger rates of double neutron stars can be derived semi-empirically using the observed binary pulsars in our Galaxy (e.g. Narayan, Piran & Shemi 1991; Phinney 1991; Kalogera et al. 2004). For double compact object binaries involving a black hole of stellar origin, we must fully rely on model predictions, since we lack direct observational evidence of such systems (see Mandel & O’Shaughnessy 2010 for a review). We do, however, have observations of BH systems with a stellar companion that provide indirect constraints for binary black hole (e.g. Bulik, Belczynski & Prestwich 2011) and black hole-neutron star systems (e.g. Belczynski et al. 2013; Grudzińska et al. 2015).

The majority of predictions rely on Monte Carlo codes which use approximate but rapid recipes to simulate the evolution of the progenitor systems. Such approximations allow these ‘population synthesis’ codes to explore the wide parameters space that is inherent to the evolution of binary systems. The price paid for the required computational efficiency is a set of simplifications; for example, stellar structure is not generally evolved directly, but relies on a set of models such as those provided by Hurley, Pols & Tout (2000) and Hurley, Tout & Pols (2002), which in turn rely on one original grid of non-rotating stellar models (Pols et al. 1998). Groups that have estimated compact binary merger rates in the past include Lipunov, Postnov & Prokhorov (1997), Bethe & Brown (1998), Bloom, Sigurdsson & Pols (1999), De Donder & Vanbeveren (2004), Grishchuk et al. (2001), Nelemans (2003), Voss & Tauris (2003), Pfahl, Podsiadlowski & Rappaport (2005), Dewi, Podsiadlowski & Sena (2006), O’Shaughnessy et al. (2008), Mennekens & Vanbeveren (2014), Dominik et al. (2015) and de Mink & Belczynski (2015) (there is also an independent dynamical formation channel in dense stellar environments which we do not discuss here; see Abadie et al. 2010; Rodriguez et al. 2015, for references).

These simplified rapid codes (see Postnov & Yungelson 2014 for a review) may still be appropriate for evolving the majority of massive binaries. However, they do not account for rare minority channels, such as chemically homogeneous evolution, that result from physical processes not accounted for in the original physical models used as input into population synthesis recipes. Double compact mergers may primarily be the result of such rare minority channels.

3 A BACK-OFF-OF-ENVELOPE ESTIMATE

In the following sections, we describe a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the rate of mergers and properties of binary black holes evolving through the chemically homogeneous evolution channel. Here, we carry out a very crude back-of-the-envelope estimate. This estimate can be viewed as an order-of-magnitude sanity check on the results of the Monte Carlo simulations described in the following sections.

One possible way to proceed with the estimate is to consider a Drake-like equation. The rate of local mergers per unit volume per unit time is given by

$$\frac{dN}{dV} = \frac{dN_{\text{gal}}}{dV} N_{\text{SF}} f_{\text{z}} f_{\text{mas}} f_{\text{sep}},$$

(2)

where $dN_{\text{gal}}/dV$ is the number density of galaxies; $N_{\text{SF}}$ is the rate of stars formed per galaxy per unit time; $f_{\text{z}}$ is the fraction of stars formed at metallicities of interest; $f_{\text{mas}}$ is the fraction of stars formed in binaries in the mass range of interest and $f_{\text{sep}}$ is the fraction of binaries in the required range of separations. We proceed to estimate the terms:

(i) $dN_{\text{gal}}/dV$: The space density of Milky Way equivalent galaxies (MWEs) is $\sim 0.01 \text{ Mpc}^{-3}$ (e.g. Abadie et al. 2010).

(ii) $N_{\text{SF}}$: Either using the Milky Way’s current star formation rate of a few $M_\odot \text{ yr}^{-1}$ as a proxy, or dividing an MWE mass by a Hubble time and decrementing the result by a further factor of a few to account for the drop in the star formation rate in the nearby Universe relative to the peak at $z \sim 2$ (see Fig. 3), set $N_{\text{SF}} \sim 2 \text{ yr}^{-1}$.

(iii) $f_{\text{z}}$: The fraction of star formation in the Universe at metallicity $Z \leq 0.004$ at $z = 0$ is only about 3 per cent (see Section 4.6), but when integrated over cosmic time (see Fig. 4), $f_{\text{z}} \sim 0.1$ of star formation occurred at $Z \leq 0.004$. 
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log distribution, around 10 per cent of binaries could have initial separations in the range of interest. Binaries that undergo Case M evolution should be sufficiently compact that most will merge after forming two black holes within a Hubble time (e.g. supernova kicks should be small relative to the binary’s orbital velocity and should not significantly impact the orbit); however, wind-driven mass loss could widen some of the binaries sufficiently to slow down the stars’ rotation and bring them out of the homogeneous evolution space. Assuming that the surviving fraction is of order unity, we set $f_{\text{sep}} = 0.1$.

Substituting these terms into equation (2), we find a local merger rate estimate of

$$\frac{dN}{d\tau} \sim \frac{0.01}{\text{Mpc}^3} \times \frac{2}{\text{yr}} \times 0.1 \times 10^{-4} \times 0.1 \sim 20 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{yr}^{-1}.$$  

(3)

4 MODEL ASSUMPTIONS

We simulate massive binary populations over cosmic time under the following assumptions.

4.1 Initial distribution

We sample massive binary systems by assuming that the primary mass $m_1$ follows a Kroupa initial mass function (Kroupa & Weidner 2003). We adopt a flat mass ratio distribution for $q \in [0.1, 1]$, where $q = m_2/m_1$ (e.g. Sana et al. 2012; Kobulnicky et al. 2014). For the distribution of orbital periods $P$, we adopt $dN/d\log_10 P \propto (\log_10 P)^{-0.5}$ appropriate for O-type stars (Sana et al. 2012), where we extend the period range to $\log_10(P/d) \in [0.075, 3.5]$. The lower limit is chosen by estimating the likely minimum of the underlying distribution consistent with the shortest period system in the observed sample of 34 binaries with constrained orbital periods (Sana et al. 2012) having a period of 1.41 d, or $\log_10(P/d) = 0.15$. The extension of the upper limit allows for wide binary stars (e.g. Sana et al. 2014) and single stars (see discussion in de Mink & Belczynski 2015). In practice, we are only interested in short-period binaries, and the remaining binaries are included in the simulation only for normalization. We assume that all binaries are circular, as expected for the short-period tidally locked systems of interest here.

We implicitly assume here that the distributions are separable and that the distributions measured in resolved nearby stellar populations are a fair approximation for the distribution of binary properties at higher redshift and lower metallicity. The latter assumption is consistent with the observational data available so far, which show no statistically significant trends with metallicity or environment (e.g. Moe & Di Stefano 2013; Sana et al. 2013).

4.2 Stellar radii

For the stellar radii at zero age, we use a fit against zero-age main-sequence models computed with Eggleton’s evolutionary code (Eggleton 1971) with updates by Pols et al. (1995) and Glebbeek, Pols & Hurley (2008). To check if a star fills its Roche lobe, we compare its radius with the volume-equivalent effective radius fit of Eggleton (1983).

4.3 Threshold for homogeneous mixing

We base our simulations on the grid of detailed models by Yoon et al. (2006). These models are computed with a hydrodynamic stellar
evolution code which includes the effect of the centrifugal force on the stellar structure, chemical mixing and transport of angular momentum due to rotationally induced hydrodynamic instabilities (Heger et al. 2000), and the transport of angular momentum due to magnetic torque (Spruit 2002).

The threshold rotation rate for a single star to undergo homogeneous evolution can be inferred from the grid of models by Yoon et al. (2006). They express the threshold as a function of the ratio of the equatorial velocity to the Keplerian velocity, \( \omega_\ell = v_\ell / v_K \), where they define \( v_\ell = \sqrt{Gm/r} \) with \( m \) denoting the stellar mass and \( r \) the stellar radius, ignoring possible deformation. We have approximated the minimum \( \omega_\ell \) for single stars to achieve rotationally induced quasi-homogeneous evolution with the following analytic fit for the \( Z = 0.004 \) grid

\[
\omega_\ell = \begin{cases} 
0.2 + 2.7 \times 10^{-4} \left( \frac{m}{M_\odot} - 50 \right)^2 & \text{for } m < 50 M_\odot, \\
0.2 & \text{for } m \geq 50 M_\odot.
\end{cases}
\]

Yoon et al. (2006) produce models with step sizes of 0.1 in \( \omega_\ell \), and our fit lies close to the maximum \( \omega_\ell \) for single stars to evolve on the standard evolutionary tracks. On the other hand, mixing in stars in a tidally locked binary is likely to be stronger than in single stars with the same initial rotational frequency due to the stronger deviations from symmetry and particularly due to the extra reservoir of orbital angular momentum which can be fed back into the stars as they evolve. The threshold initial rotation rate for chemically homogeneous evolution in single stars is therefore probably a conservative lower limit for the threshold in tidally locked binary stars. Future 3D hydrodynamical simulations will be needed to investigate the threshold. We adopt the expression above as our current best guess for the threshold in binary systems.

After drawing systems from the initial distributions, we compute the Keplerian rotation rate assuming that the stellar spin is synchronized with the orbit, which is appropriate for the short-period systems of interest (Zahn 1989). If the stellar rotation rate is larger than our threshold for chemically homogeneous evolution, we follow the evolution further.

4.4 mass loss and formation of the black holes remnant

We account for the mass loss driven by stellar winds and by envelope ejection during the final explosion, which affects the orbital separation and the masses of the final remnants. We adopt a simple parameterized approach, which is sufficient given the approximate nature of this calculation. Since the rates are dominated by systems formed at a metallicity of \( Z \leq 0.004 \), we adopt typical values for this metallicity. This is a conservative assumption, since mass loss via radiatively driven stellar winds is reduced at lower metallicity (Vink et al. 2001).

We adopt \( f_{\text{AS}} = 0.1 \) for the fraction of mass that is lost during the main-sequence evolution, and \( f_{\text{BK}} = 0.25 \) for the fraction of mass lost during post-main-sequence evolution as a Wolf–Rayet star. These are consistent with the results of Yoon et al. (2006), taking into account that their mass loss rates are overpredicted by their assumption that the dredge-up of CNO is as effective as Fe.

Both the mass fallback fraction (e.g. Fryer 1999; Belczynski et al. 2012; Fryer et al. 2012) and black hole natal kicks (e.g. Repetto, Davies & Sigurdsson 2012; Janka 2013; Miller-Jones 2014) accompanying BH-forming core collapse supernovae are highly uncertain. We adopt \( f_{\text{SN}} = 0.1 \) for the fraction of mass lost during the supernova explosion, consistent with the low mass loss predicted by Fryer & Heger (2011) and Fryer et al. (2012). The natal kicks are not expected to be important given the very compact binaries considered here: even the high natal kicks of \( \sim 400 \) km s\(^{-1}\) claimed by Repetto & Nelemans (2015) for the most extreme BHs are lower than the typical orbital velocity of \( \sim 800 \) km s\(^{-1}\). Moreover, evidence for such high kicks is disputed by Mandel (2016) and Belczynski et al. (2015), who show that the existing observations are consistent with much lower natal kicks of \( \lesssim 100 \) km s\(^{-1}\). Therefore, we ignore BH natal kicks in our analysis.

We account for the possibility that the most massive helium stars end their lives as pair-instability supernovae and do not leave a remnant behind. We therefore adopt an upper limit of 63 M\(_\odot\) (Heger & Woosley 2002) for the final, pre-explosion mass of the star to form a black hole.

4.5 Orbital evolution

We account for changes in the orbit due to wind-driven and supernovae mass loss in the Jeans mode approximation, i.e. assuming that the mass loss is spherical and fast compared to the orbital motion. We assume that the specific angular momentum of mass lost in the stellar wind is equal to the orbital angular momentum of the star. This approximation is a conservative estimate which provides an upper limit to the orbital widening. In reality, the stellar winds may not be fast enough to satisfy this approximation, potentially leading to less widening and yielding more systems that can evolve homogeneously. We account for the effect of widening due to instantaneous mass loss during the supernova,

\[
a_{\text{after}} = \frac{m_{\text{after}}}{2m_{\text{after}} - m_{\text{before}}}, \quad (4)
\]

but assume that the binary remains circular throughout its evolution, given that kick velocities are expected to be low relative to the orbital velocities.

When two black holes are formed, we follow the decay of the orbit driven by energy and angular momentum loss resulting from the emission of gravitational waves. The time to merger for a circular black hole binary with radius \( a \) and component masses \( m_1, m_2 \) is given by Peters (1964):

\[
\tau_{\text{GW}} = \frac{5}{256 \pi^4} \frac{a^2}{G^3 m_1 m_2 (m_1 + m_2)}. \quad (5)
\]

Given the short (few Myr) evolutionary time-scale of very massive stars, the merger time-scale dominates the total time between star formation and merger, so we set the time delay between formation and merger equal to \( \tau_{\text{GW}} \).

4.6 Cosmology

We use the cosmological model of WMAP-9 (Hinshaw et al. 2013). We follow Madau & Dickinson (2014, see their equation 15) in modelling the star formation rate \( M_{\text{SFR}} \) per source time per unit comoving volume as a function of redshift \( z \) as

\[
\frac{dM_{\text{SFR}}}{dz} = \frac{0.015}{[1 + (1 + z)/2.9]^{1.6}} \frac{M_\odot}{\text{Mpc}^3\text{yr}}. \quad (6)
\]

For the metallicity distribution as a function of redshift, we use the fit of Langer & Norman (2006) based in turn on the mass–metallicity relation of Savaglio et al. (2005) and the average cosmic metallicity scaling of Kewlgy & Kubilnicky (2005, 2007). The fraction of star formation occurring at metallicity \( \leq Z \) at redshift \( z \) is

\[
\text{CDF}(Z, z) = \int (\alpha + 2, (Z/Z_\odot)^{0.15 \gamma}) \text{d} \gamma. \quad (7)
\]
where $\alpha = -1.16$, $\beta = 2$ and $\hat{\Gamma}$ is the incomplete gamma function. We take the solar metallicity to be $Z_\odot = 0.0134$ (Asplund et al. 2009). Equation (7) corresponds to a mean metallicity of $(Z(z)) \sim 1.06 \times 10^{-0.15} Z_\odot$ with a standard deviation of $\sim 0.38(Z)$, although it should be recognized that these models have significant uncertainty. We assume that the initial mass function does not depend on redshift or metallicity.

In Fig. 3, we show the total star formation rate and the star formation rate at metallicity below $Z = 0.004$ as given by equations (6) and (7), while Fig. 4 shows the metallicity distribution of the total star formation in the Universe integrated over all redshifts. The figures also show an alternative metallicity distribution $CDF(Z, z)$ which has the same mean metallicity at a given redshift but a broader spread of 0.5 dex around the mean at each redshift; we use this alternative, which yields a greater low-metallicity local star formation rate, to analyse the impact of uncertainty in the metallicity distribution in Section 7.

5 MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

We wish to estimate the rate of binary black hole mergers via the chemically homogeneous channel in tidally locked binaries, and the properties of the merging systems.

The rate of black hole binary mergers with component masses $m_1$ and $m_2$ at the moment of merger $t_m$ per unit source time and per unit comoving volume $V_c$ is given by

$$
\frac{d^2 N_{\text{merge}}}{dV_c \, dm_1 \, dm_2} (t_m) = \int_{t_m}^{t_m^\text{max}} dP \int_0^Z dZ \int_0^{t_m} dt \, p(t_m; m_1, m_2, P, Z, t_b) \frac{d^2 M_{\text{BH}}(m_1, m_2, P, Z, t_b)}{dV_c} \frac{d^2 N_{\text{binaries}}}{dm_1 \, dm_2 \, dP \, dZ \, dM_{\text{SFR}}}(t_b).
$$

(8)

Here, $d^2 M_{\text{SFR}}/(dV \, dt)$ is the star formation rate per unit metallicity per unit comoving volume $V_c$, evaluated at the binary birth time $t_b$ and $d^2 N_{\text{binaries}}/(dm_1 \, dm_2 \, dP \, dZ \, dM_{\text{SFR}})$ is the number density of binaries formed per unit $m_1, m_2$, initial orbital period $P$ and metallicity $Z$ per unit star formation rate. The masses $m_1$ and $m_2$ refer to the black hole masses, and will differ from the birth stellar masses. The probability density of a binary formed with given $m_1, m_2, P, Z$ at time $t_b$ merging at time $t_m$ is given by $p(t_m; m_1, m_2, P, Z, t_b)$. The innermost integral is taken over all birth times $t_b$ preceding the merger time $t_m$, where the zero of time corresponds to the Big Bang.

The final merger rate $d^2 N_{\text{merge}}/dV_c$ is obtained by integrating equation (8) over both component masses. In practice, we evaluate all of these integrals with a Monte Carlo simulation. The Monte Carlo simulation consists of two main steps, which we describe in detail below.

5.1 Binary simulation

We can make the calculation of equation (8) efficient by taking advantage of the assumption that the distribution of the initial properties of a binary (initial mass function, period distribution) do not depend on birth time (redshift) or metallicity. Therefore, we can simulate a set of binaries and then distribute them across cosmic time.

At a given metallicity (we use $Z = 0.004$ throughout in lieu of an integral over metallicity), we determine $d^2 N_{\text{binaries}}/(dV \, dm_1 \, dm_2 \, dM_{\text{SFR}})$, the number of binaries per unit component mass, per unit time delay $\tau = t_m - t_b$, per unit star-forming mass, by drawing $\gtrsim 10^5$ binaries with different component masses and initial periods from the initial distribution functions given in Section 4.1. The number of simulated binaries is chosen such that the uncertainty on the merger rate estimates from statistical fluctuations is no more than a few per cent, as determined by bootstrapping. We evolve all binaries through mass loss on the main sequence, during the helium burning stage and during supernova, as discussed in Section 4.4, meanwhile evolving the binary’s orbital separation to account for the mass loss (see Section 4.5). For future analysis, we keep only binaries that satisfy all of the following conditions.

(i) Both components have initial masses between 20 and 300 solar masses, which allows for all systems of interest with a very safe margin (see Figs 2 and 5).

(ii) Neither companion is overflowing its Roche lobe at zero age on the main sequence (minimum initial orbital separation; see Section 4.2).

(iii) The binary is sufficiently compact to satisfy the conditions for homogeneous mixing both at the beginning and at the end of the main sequence (see Section 4.3).

(iv) Both companions have a pre-supernova mass below 63 M$_\odot$, to avoid pair-instability supernovae (see Section 4.4).

(v) The time delay between binary formation and merger through gravitational-wave radiation reaction is less than a Hubble time (see Section 4.5).

The binaries of interest satisfy all of the conditions above. They provide us with a set of samples from the distribution $d^2 N_{\text{binaries}}/(dV \, dm_1 \, dm_2 \, dM_{\text{SFR}})$. We normalize by the total mass of all generated binaries, $dM_{\text{SFR}}$. Each sample binary (we will label them with an index $k$ in the next section) has a formation rate of $1$ per $dM_{\text{SFR}}$ of star formation.

5.2 Merger rate calculation

We divide the history of the Universe into a large number of bins by redshift. Equivalently, these correspond to bins of lookback time, which we express in terms of redshift (e.g. Hogg 1999) using a
standard flat cosmology with $\Omega_\Lambda = 0.718$ and $h_0 = 0.697$ (Hinshaw et al. 2013).

The birth rate for a given sample binary $k$ as defined above in a given redshift bin $z_i$ is given by

$$\frac{dN_{\text{birth}}^{k,j}}{dV} = \text{CDF}(Z, z_i) \frac{d^2\text{SFR}}{dV} \frac{1}{dM_{\text{SFR}}},$$

where CDF($Z, z_i$) is the fraction of star formation occurring at the metallicity of interest, i.e. at $Z \leq 0.004$, at redshift $z_i$ (see Section 4.6).

The merger rate for this sample binary $k$ in redshift bin $z_j$ is then

$$\frac{dM_{\text{merge}}^{k,i,j}}{dV} = \frac{dN_{\text{birth}}^{k,j}}{dV} \delta_{t_i + t_j, t_j},$$

where we sum only over those birth time bins $t_i$ for which the birth time summed with the time delay between formation and merger falls into the merger time bin $t_j$ ($\delta$ is the usual Kronecker delta symbol), and the last term is included to account for differences between the time durations of different redshift bins.

### 6 RESULTS

Our default model predicts that there are $10.5 \pm 0.5$ local ($z = 0$) binary black hole mergers per Gpc$^3$ per year originating from the chemically homogeneous evolution scenario. The error bar corresponds exclusively to the numerical uncertainty of the Monte Carlo integral, and does not include the systematic uncertainties in the assumed model, which are discussed in the next section.

Fig. 5 shows the population of binaries with initial component masses between 20 and 300 $M_\odot$ in our Monte Carlo simulation. The majority of these binaries are on orbits that are initially too wide to enable chemically homogeneous evolution. A smaller subset are so close that they are already Roche lobe overflowing at the start of the main sequence, and likely to rapidly merge. Only about 1900 binaries out of a total of $10^8$ simulated binaries, comprising a total star-forming mass of $6 \times 10^7 M_\odot$, satisfy the initial conditions for Case M evolution at zero age on the main sequence.

Of these binaries, a subset of 700 systems widen so much following mass loss on the main sequence that they no longer satisfy the conditions for homogeneous mixing in our default model. This mostly affects systems on the lower mass end of the spectrum, where the initial period window for Case M evolution is quite narrow, so moderate amounts of mass loss and associated binary widening can close the window. We probably overestimate the widening in our default model as discussed in Section 2.6, and some of these systems may in fact contribute to the formation of binary black hole mergers through the Case M scenario (see Section 7.2).

Another 700 binaries, particularly those at higher masses, disqualify because at least one companion exceeds our threshold for exploding as a pair-instability supernova, leaving no remnant.

We find that around 500 binaries, out of $10^8$ simulated, satisfy homogeneous mixing conditions and form two merging black holes through the Case M scenario. All mergers happen within a Hubble time. The typical time delay between formation and merger ranges from about 4 to 11 Gyr, as can be seen in Fig. 6.

There are 8.5 delayed binary black hole mergers per $10^8$ $M_\odot$ of star formation. For comparison, this would correspond to a ‘Milky Way equivalent rate’ of 30 mergers per Myr following the definition of Dominik et al. (2012) and de Mink & Belczynski (2015) if all star formation occurred at $Z \leq 0.004$. This rate refers to a Galactic steady-state rate using the normalization of 3.5 $M_\odot$ per year of Galactic star formation.

![Figure 6. The distribution of delay times between formation and merger for binary black holes formed in the Case M scenario.](https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/458/3/2634/2589150)

![Figure 7. The total merger rate as a function of redshift is shown as a solid black line. Coloured lines show the individual contributions (multiplied by a factor 100 to fit in this plot) of the roughly 500 Case M binary black holes that have been used to populate the simulated Universe at each redshift. These curves are convolutions of the low-metallicity star formation rate with the delay time for each simulated binary.](https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/458/3/2634/2589150)

6.1 Cosmic merger rate

The present-day local ($z = 0$) merger rate is approximately $10^{-8}$ Mpc$^{-3}$ yr$^{-1}$ or 10 Gpc$^{-3}$ yr$^{-1}$. At the highest redshifts, the Universe is still too young to produce binary black holes mergers. The minimum time delay we find in our default simulation is $\sim 3.5$ Gyr. As a result we do not find mergers at redshifts beyond $z \sim 1.6$. The merger rate rises over cosmic time as mergers with longer delay times start to contribute, before dropping again at the present age of the Universe as the low-metallicity star formation rate decreases, leading to a peak of $\sim 20$ Gpc$^{-3}$ yr$^{-1}$ at $z \lesssim 0.5$.

In Fig. 7, we show the total rate of mergers per year of source time per Mpc$^3$ of comoving volume as a function of redshift as a solid black line. This line indicates the total Case M binary black hole merger rate in our simulated Universe. We also show the individual contribution of the roughly 500 sample binary systems used to populate the simulated Universe with coloured lines (rates increased...
by a factor of 100 for plotting); these curves are convolutions of the low-metallicity star formation rate with the delay time for each binary system.

We illustrate the redshift distribution of both merger and formation rates in Fig. 8. We define the relevant event rate per year in the Universe up to redshift $z_{\text{max}}$ as measured by an observer at $z = 0$ as

$$\frac{dN}{dt}(z_{\text{max}}) = \int_0^{z_{\text{max}}} \frac{d^2 N}{dt \, dV_c} \frac{1}{1+z} \, dz.$$  

(11)

The rate $\frac{dN}{dt}(z_{\text{max}} \to \infty)$ then corresponds to the number of formation or merger events in the entire Universe that a present-day perfectly sensitive Earth-based detector would observe in one year. A total of $\sim 1250$ binary black holes formed through the chemically homogeneous evolution channel merge in the Universe per year of local ($z = 0$) observer time. The median formation redshift, 1.9, is much larger than the median merger redshift, 0.6, because of the significant time delays between formation and merger. The cumulative formation rate is higher than the cumulative merger rate as some of the formed binaries will only merge in the future from the perspective of the local observer.

6.2 Merger properties

Fig. 9 displays the distribution of time delays and chirp masses $M_\epsilon \equiv m_1^{3/5}m_2^{3/5}(m_1 + m_2)^{-1/5}$ of the binary back holes sampled in the Monte Carlo simulation. The size and colour of each symbol indicate the local rate of mergers contributed by the given simulated binary. Because much of the binary black hole formation occurs at redshifts $z \gtrsim 2$, binaries with longer time delays contribute more to the local merger rate. On the other hand, more massive binaries tend to have shorter time delays, since they take less time to evolve from a fixed orbital separation through gravitational-wave emission.

In Fig. 10, we show the distribution of the mass ratio $q = m_2/m_1$ and the total mass $(m_1 + m_2)$ of binary black holes merging at $z = 0$. Our simulations predict typical values of $m_1 + m_2 \sim 50$–110 $M_\odot$. The mass distribution shows greater support for high masses than either classical population-synthesis predictions for field binary black holes (e.g. Dominik et al. 2015) or dynamically formed binary black hole models in globular clusters (e.g. Rodriguez et al. 2015). There is a strong preference for comparable mass ratios; there are no binaries of interest with $q < 0.5$ and 70 per cent of mergers come from sources with $q > 0.75$.

7 DISCUSSION OF UNCERTAINTIES IN THE MODEL

Our predictions for binary black hole mergers originating from the chemically homogeneous formation scenario are affected by several major uncertainties. The predictions are not sensitive to the poorly understood Roche lobe overflow and common-envelope phases, which are crucial in the standard isolated binary black hole formation scenario. They are, however, quite sensitive to the uncertain internal mixing processes and several other model assumptions. We highlight the main ones below. A summary is given in Table 1.

7.1 Conditions for chemically homogeneous evolution

Whether mixing processes in rotating stars are efficient enough to trigger chemically homogeneous evolution is a matter of debate (see Section 2.3). There are hints coming from observations, but they remain inconclusive so far (see Section 2.4). The model predictions...
all arise from 1D models, whose predictive power in the regime of these rapid rotation rates is limited. Different models of rotating stars have been produced by following different theoretical frameworks and assumption. They differ, for example, in whether the mixing processes are treated as a diffusive process or whether the advective nature of meridional circulation is accounted for (cf. Endal & Sofia 1976; Zahn 1992). They also differ in whether or not angular momentum transport by magnetic fields is included. As a general trend, the conditions for homogeneous evolution are obtained more easily, i.e. at lower rotation rates, when the Spruit–Tayler dynamo (Spruit 2002) is adopted, which is the case in the models by Yoon et al. (2006) on which we have based our simulations.

After the submission of this work, a study by Marchant et al. (2016) became available, exploring the parameter space for chemically homogeneous evolution with the MESA code (Paxton et al. 2015). The window for chemically homogeneous evolution obtained by Marchant et al. (2016) is shifted to shorter periods (they include systems that start as overcontact binaries at zero age) and higher masses. Marchant et al. (2016) also find a stronger preference for lower metallicity.

The threshold for chemically homogeneous evolution depends on several uncertain assumptions: in particular the role of the mean molecular weight gradient in inhibiting the mixing processes and the inclusion of other processes for internal angular momentum transport such as by internal magnetic fields. The window for this scenario in the initial binary parameter space and its metallicity dependence is therefore very uncertain. It should be questioned whether the window opens up at all.

As one model alternative, we consider a more conservative fit through the data of Yoon et al. (2006) described in Section 4.3 (Model Alternative 1 in Table 1). In this variation, we set the minimum \( \omega_c \) for chemically homogeneous evolution to

\[
\omega_c = \begin{cases} 
0.25 + 3.2 \times 10^{-4} \left( \frac{m}{46 M_\odot} - 46 \right)^2 & \text{for } m < 46 M_\odot, \\
0.25 & \text{for } m \geq 46 M_\odot.
\end{cases}
\]

This more stringent requirement on the minimal rotational frequency roughly halves the parameter space window for the Case M scenario (see the dotted line in Fig. 2). As a result, the local \( z = 0 \) merger rate drops to \( \sim 3 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{ yr}^{-1} \), with a peak merger rate of only \( \sim 10 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{ yr}^{-1} \) at \( z \sim 0.5 \). The binaries which satisfy these more stringent requirements typically merge in \( \sim 4-7 \text{ Gyr} \), as wider binaries with longer time delays which satisfy the requirements of Section 4.3 for chemically homogeneous evolution no longer do so. Merging binary black holes have nearly equal masses, with the mass ratio \( q \gtrsim 0.7 \) for all surviving systems.

On the other hand, we may have been conservative by basing our estimates on models of single stars. Stars in close binary systems may experience additional mixing processes that are not accounted for in the simulations. We also ignored a possible contribution of systems that temporarily fill their Roche lobes or even evolve into a shallow contact phase. Such systems will likely shrink; tides will then force both stars to spin faster, which will likely enhance the internal mixing processes. If the mixing processes trigger chemically homogeneous evolution the stars may shrink within their Roche lobes. They may detach and recover from the shallow contact phase. Such systems can possibly still contribute to the formation of double black hole binaries.

We also consider varying the maximal metallicity threshold for chemically homogeneous evolution from the default-model value of \( Z = 0.004 \), while keeping the mass loss rate prescription unchanged (Model Alternative 2.1). If the threshold is lowered to \( Z = 0.002 \), the binary black hole merger rate decreases to \( \sim 2 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{ yr}^{-1} \) locally, and \( \sim 3.5 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{ yr}^{-1} \) at its peak at \( z \sim 0.3 \). Meanwhile, relaxing the chemically homogeneous evolution threshold to \( Z = 0.008 \) (Model Alternative 2.2) allows a greater fraction of binaries to evolve through the Case M channel, increasing the local merger rate to \( \sim 15 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{ yr}^{-1} \), with a peak of \( \sim 30 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{ yr}^{-1} \) at \( z \sim 0.3 \).

### 7.2 Wind-driven orbital evolution

For the default model, we adopted the simple assumption of fast stellar winds, i.e. Jeans-mode mass loss. By doing so, we are likely to over predict the amount of widening as a result of mass loss (see Section 2.6). For the close binaries considered here, the companion lies within the stellar wind acceleration zone and the velocities of the components relative to each other are comparable to the terminal wind velocities. This means that gravitational interaction of the winds and the stars can in principle drain internal energy and angular momentum from the system, leading to tighter binary systems (see Section 2.6). We therefore consider two simple variations on our default assumptions.

In the first alternative, we keep the binary’s orbital separation fixed throughout the evolution, independently of the mass loss rates (Model Alternative 3.1). Because the systems stay more compact, most binaries that initially satisfy the criterion for homogeneous mixing continue to do so throughout their evolution: roughly twice as many binaries per unit star-forming mass satisfy the condition for chemically homogeneous evolution at the end of the main sequence as in the default model. On the other hand, the formed black hole binaries have shorter time delays to merger (\( \sim 0.5-2 \text{ Gyr} \)) as the
binaries do not expand in response to mass loss. Consequently, the merger rate is much higher at larger redshifts, with a maximum of $\sim 200 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{yr}^{-1}$ at $z \sim 2$, but drops to only $\sim 7 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{yr}^{-1}$ locally.

In the second alternative, we halve the binary’s semimajor axis by the end of the evolution to account for extreme angular-momentum dissipation by slow winds (Model Alternative 3.2). We assume that homogeneously mixed stars shrink sufficiently during their evolution that Roche lobe overflow at later evolutionary stages is not a concern despite the binary’s hardening. In this alternative model, the same simulated systems survive as in the previous one; however, the time delays are significantly shorter for these extremely tight binaries, with all binary black holes merging within $\sim 0.15 \text{ Gyr}$. Even though this further increases the overall rate of mergers over cosmic time, with $\sim 2 \times 10^3$ mergers per local observer year throughout the Universe, most of these happen at higher redshifts. The merger rate peaks at a maximum of $\sim 500 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{yr}^{-1}$ at $z \sim 4$, but again drops to only $\sim 7 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{yr}^{-1}$ locally.

### 7.3 Mass loss through stellar winds and during the supernovae

Given the large uncertainty in mass loss rates (see Section 2.6), we consider two extreme variations. First, we double mass loss rate prescriptions at all stages of the evolution: on the main sequence, during helium burning and during the core-collapse supernovae (Model Alternative 4.1). With the default prescription for angular momentum loss (which overestimates the widening), this widens the binaries so much that few are still homogeneously mixed at the end of the main sequence. Under this alternative assumption, none merge within a Hubble time.

If we repeat the enhanced mass loss simulation above, but keep the orbital separation constant to account for angular momentum loss by slow winds (Model Alternative 4.2), we find that twice as many binaries survive as in the default model. This is in part because more initially massive binaries avoid the fate of pair-instability supernovae. At the same time the fraction of binaries that are too wide to be homogeneously evolving at the end of the main sequence drops because the binary’s orbit does not expand. On the other hand, the high mass loss means that the merging binaries have a lower mass: the minimal total binary mass is only $\sim 25 \text{ M}_\odot$, while the mass ratio reaches down to $q \gtrsim 0.3$ for this alternative model, with time delays spanning $\sim 3-14 \text{ Gyr}$. The net effect is to increase the local merger rate to $\sim 25 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{yr}^{-1}$, with a peak of nearly $\sim 50 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{yr}^{-1}$ at $z \sim 0.4$.

We also consider reducing the mass loss by a factor of 5, within the fast wind assumption (Model Alternative 4.3). With such small mass loss, the binary does not significantly expand during evolution, appreciably reducing the fraction of binaries that do not satisfy the homogeneous evolution condition at the end of the main sequence and reducing the time delays for binaries of interest to $< 1 \text{ Gyr}$. At the same time, a higher fraction of potentially interesting binaries run afoul of the pair-instability constraint, and the surviving binaries are slightly more massive than in the default model. The merger rate peaks at $\sim 500 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{yr}^{-1}$ at $z \sim 3$, but the local merger rate is only $\sim 5 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{yr}^{-1}$, half that of the default model, because of the short time delays between star formation and binary merger.

### 7.4 Pair-instability supernovae

To investigate the impact of the uncertain mass threshold for pair-instability supernovae, we consider a variation of the criterion for the onset of a pair-instability supernova (Model Alternative 5). We change the mass cutoff from the default value $\geq 63 \text{ M}_\odot$ (see Section 4.4) to $\geq 80 \text{ M}_\odot$. This results in a slightly larger total number of binary black holes, particularly adding more massive systems which would have exploded as pair-instability supernovae under the default model, up to a total mass of $\sim 130 \text{ M}_\odot$ for merging binary black holes. The merger rate is similar to the default model within Monte Carlo numerical uncertainty.

### 7.5 Metallicity distribution

The metallicity distribution of star-forming gas in the Universe is poorly observationally constrained (Madau & Dickinson 2014). As a possible alternative to the default model described in Section 4.6, we considered a metallicity distribution with the same mean metallicity as a function of redshift as in the default model, but a broader spread of 0.5 dex around the mean at each redshift (Model Alternative 6). This broadening of the metallicity distribution increases the fraction of local star formation that occurs in low-metallicity environments (see Fig. 3). Consequently, the peak merger rate is $\sim 100 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{yr}^{-1}$ at $z \sim 0.15$, with the local merger rate only slightly lower, $\sim 80 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{yr}^{-1}$.

### 7.6 Other uncertainties

Other uncertainties, which we have not specifically modelled here, include initial conditions, such as the binary period and mass ratio distributions and the initial mass function. These have been considered in the context of standard isolated binary evolution modelling by de Mink & Belczynski (2015), who found that the initial conditions affected the overall rate normalization but had relatively little impact on the merging binary properties.

### 8 Conclusions

We have considered the evolution of close massive binary stars that could give rise to binary black hole mergers through a new evolutionary channel. In sufficiently massive tight binaries, the mixing processes triggered by rotation and tides can potentially cause the stars to evolve chemically homogeneously, leading to contraction during the evolution and preventing Roche lobe overflow (de Mink et al. 2009).

We show that such systems can give rise to a significant rate of binary black hole mergers at redshifts $0 \leq z \lesssim 1.5$, peaking at $\sim 20 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{yr}^{-1}$ at $z \sim 0.5$ in our default simulations. This new channel is competitive, in terms of rates, with the classical channels such as those forming binary black holes from wider binaries which require shrinking during a common-envelope phase (e.g. Dominik et al. 2015) and dynamically formed binary black holes in globular clusters (e.g. Rodriguez et al. 2015).

The predicted merger rate is consistent with the lack of detections during initial LIGO-Virgo runs, which placed upper limits of $\sim 70-170 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{yr}^{-1}$ in the mass bins of interest (Aasi et al. 2013), above our predicted local ($z = 0$) merger rate of $\sim 10 \text{ Gpc}^{-3} \text{yr}^{-1}$. It is also within the range of binary black hole merger rate predictions given in Abadie et al. (2010), a factor of 2 above the ‘realistic’ rate quoted there (note, however, that the scenario analysed here yields relatively massive black holes, whose coalescence will be accompanied by loud gravitational-wave signals).

We predict that the merging binary population arising from this channel is characterized by nearly equal black hole masses and high total binary masses (typical masses of $\sim 50-110 \text{ M}_\odot$). Possible supernova natal kicks are expected to be small in comparison to the high orbital velocities of the progenitor stars. We therefore expect...
the black hole spins to be nearly aligned, if the black hole spin directions are conserved during supernovae (i.e. there are no spin tilts). These features could be used to observationally distinguish a population of such homogeneously evolved binaries (see e.g. Mandel et al. 2015 for a discussion of clustering on gravitational-wave observations to search for subpopulations).

In the standard isolated binary evolution channel, binaries are significantly hardened during the common-envelope phase leading to some mergers with very short time delays after formation, yielding a prediction of many high-redshift mergers. In contrast, the chemically homogeneous evolution channel does not produce short time-delay mergers in our default model, with minimal delays of at least a few Gyr leading to merging binary black holes beyond $z \sim 1.5$. A stochastic gravitational-wave background from multiple unresolved sources could be used to probe the existence of a population at higher redshift (Mandic et al. 2012).

There are many uncertainties surrounding this evolutionary channel. On the positive side, it does not suffer from the key uncertainties that plague the classical binary black hole formation channels, particularly the common-envelope phase, which is avoided in the channel discussed here. The key uncertainties for the chemically homogeneous channel lie in the efficiency of the mixing processes in tidally locked binaries and the impact of stellar winds on orbital evolution, which can possibly close off this channel completely, but more likely change the predicted rates by factors of several.

Electromagnetic observational constraints for this evolutionary scenario have so far proven challenging. For example, it may in principle be possible to observe a chemically homogeneous massive star orbiting around a black hole as an intermediate stage in the evolution, which may be detectable as a high-mass X-ray binary. However, this phase is short lived and such observations can only be done in nearby galaxies where low-metallicity environments are rare. This means that constraints from gravitational-wave observations, either through detections or non-trivial upper limits, will be particularly valuable for this new evolutionary scenario.
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